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Promotional Slot Machines
Specialty Promotional Free Play Slot Machines - Our
promotional slot machines have the impact you are looking
for to attract attention during your event.
Try our Promotional Slot Machine Demo (WinXP and Vista)
http://www.casinopartyevents.com/slotsforrent.htm
Customize your slot machine to fit your corporate image
using Duratrans or Translite back lit graphics for the top and
belly glass. Your art department can supply us with the
finished backlit artwork. Graphic design is available at normal
design rates if requested. Our tradeshow slot machine
program is based on popular Las Vegas slot games. The slot
win ratio can be entirely random or set to win at specific
intervals.
4 Prize levels - Level one is any symbols and semi-random
winners. The other three levels are forced wins at specific
intervals. We can modify the winners to meet your prize
distribution goals. If you want 10 winners out of 1000 spins
you can do that.

Fabulous Las Vegas
Showgirls!
We have Showgirls and Entertainers that can
enhance your promotion or trade show booth!

Authentic Casino Slot Sounds,
Lights, and Action!
These slot machines meet gaming requirements by being completely FREE PLAY.
There is no Cash, Coin or Tickets in or out
and cannot be made into a gambling device.
The system uses a computer operating
system to display 3D Virtual reels behind the
payout glass in an authentic slot machine
style computer case. This is not a gambling
device and is only used to award free prizes
for promotional purposes.
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Custom Promo Slot Machine Reel and Glass Graphics
Top Glass is 15 inches tall by 19 1/2 wide. About 3/8 inch is
covered by the frame. If using full bleed graphics don’t put borders
or outlines within 1 inch all the way around.
Belly Glass is 9 1/4 inches tall by 19 3/4 wide - remember 3/8 will
be covered by the frame so don’t put lines or borders within 1 inch
all the way around
DESIGN - Glass Graphics should be created in PDF format.
600 DPI One file with both graphics next to each other. Normal size
in inches is 16 tall X 40 wide with top glass on left and belly glass
centered on the right.
REEL Graphics - 320x160 JPEG logos and images can be placed
on the reels. Graphics should not have tiny text and should be
rectangle shape. Circle and square shapes are reduced to fit
between the reel symbols to look as good as possible.
Turnaround Time: Once we have all the graphics and files it will
take about a week to complete a demo version for your review.
Demos work on WinXPand Vista with some additional files.
Placement: Slots on stands are usually placed along walls, pillars
and columns or against a table or backdrop. You need to make sure
it doesn’t get pushed over.
Overall Footprint and size W 2 ft. x L2 ft. x H 6.5 ft.
Weight 260 lbs. If crated for shipping out of State add 140 lbs

BRANDED GRAPHICS!
Make an Impact and get
your message across!

Power - Normal 110V 20 amp outlet can run up to 2 slots
Delivery - Rental price does not include any fees that may be
charged by trade show promoters or convention centers for
delivery or power to your location. Some trade shows require
that equipment be dropped off at a loading dock and the
trade show employees deliver to the booth. Our delivery
charges include deliver to a loading dock or booth location,
then setup after the equipment is delivered to your location.
Additional delivery charges may apply if the location is not
easily accessible or wait time is over two hours from arrival.
Insurance - Your general liability insurance should cover
anybody using the rental equipment at your location. You
should appoint people to insure that people don’t misuse the
equipment by pouring liquid, climbing on or pulling equipment off stands. When renting equipment you are responsible for the equipment and all liability while it is in your
possession. Common sense is the key such as not routing
power cables through a water fountain. Lost or stolen slot
machines have a replacement value of $6,500 each.
Payment - Payment in full or 1/2 down payment to reserve
equipment and balance due after demo program is created.
Balance is due at delivery or before event date if paid via
credit card.
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Prize Winners with Branded Icon Reel Graphics
Winning combinations - Winners can be set based on the number of spins you expect. -small - medium - large. You
can choose the number of spins between each winner. Up to 6 different winning combinations are available.
There are 6 spots that can have custom symbols, usually company or product logos line up to make the three
prize levels and the other three symbols will mix to provide any symbol winners for the “tiny” prizes.
- Any three symbols win the lowest “tiny prize - about every 3 to 5 spins
- SMALL - First Icon(Product Logos) - Line up 3 logos - can be set to win at any interval of spins
- Medium - Third Icon (Product Logos) - Line up 3 logos - can be set to win at any interval of spins
- Large - Fifth Icon (Product Logos) - Line up 3 logos - (GRAND Prize) can be set to win at any interval of spins
Semi-Random Winners - A range can be set so that these will happen on a regular interval to give out prizes of
various levels. We can program almost any combination of Icons and winners. We are more than happy to work
with you to meet your needs.
REEL Graphics - SIX Jpeg graphics that are 320x160 or 640X320 pixels each for the slot reels. We will size
them to fit if needed. They can be company or product logos and icons. It looks best if the symbols are
consistent in style. Do not use photos with small text - simple and clean works best.

Prize Worksheet for Reel Graphics
Small

Random Tiny Prize Tiny Prize - Three jpg graphics to use as wild and any symbol winners
Tiny Prize Wins every ______ of spins - usually 1 in 3 or so
Tiny Prize Text:_______________________________________
Tiny Prize any symbol graphics:

320X160 graphic ->>

Small Prize Small Prize lines up 3 ___________ logos
Small Prize Wins every ______ of spins - (every 20 or more)
Small Prize Jpeg:_______________________ .jpg
Small Prize Text:________________________________________

Medium

Medium Prize
Medium Prize lines up 3 ___________ logos
Medium Prize Wins every ______ of spins - (every 60 or more)
Medium Prize Jpeg:_______________________ .jpg
Medium Prize text:_____________________________________
Large Prize Large Prize lines up 3 ___________ logos
Large Prize Wins every ______ of spins - (every 100 or more)
Large Prize Jpeg:_______________________ .jpg
Large Prize Text:_____________________________________________
We can customize more winners if needed ask us for more details.

Large

Sample Slot Stripafter we applied the six
graphics- we will make
the strip.
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